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Executive Summary 

Khartoum Project 

• Pipe-like and flat-lying greisen zones have been mapped and sampled throughout the tenement, identifying 

Boulder-Ahmets and Gows prospects for follow up work. Both fit the broad model for East Australian 

intrusive-related (Sn-W+/-Mo) mineralisation; 

• Significant Sn results from channel sampling and limited drilling at Boulder-Ahmets (and other areas) do not 

however indicate a potentially-mineable resource: grades and/or tonnages seen in individual greisens, whilst 

encouraging, can not physically bulk up to an easily-mineable proposition given the number of discrete 

greisens involved; 

• Whilst no further work is recommended for Stage 2, RSCMME recommends a 3-hole drill programme at 

Boulder-Ahmets for Stage 3, to test for depth extents below current drilled levels,  for controlling or linking 

structures (and any mineralisation therein), and for the possibility of greisen coalescence at depth. 

• The significant results for tungsten and bismuth at Gows suggest that further work is required to define the 

potential of this area. Further detailed mapping, channel, and infill and extension soil sampling is 

recommended to gain a better idea of surface mineralisation (Stage 2), followed by limited drilling (Stage 3) 

to assess the thickness of the flat lying greisens and test for the possible presence of an underlying, 

mineralized cupola.  

• RSCMME propose a budget of $114,793 for Stage 2; and provisionally $436,261 for Stage 3 as described. 
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1 Introduction and Terms of Reference 

1.1 Scope 

RSC Mining & Mineral Exploration Ltd (“RSCMME”) has been engaged by Auzex Resources Ltd (“Auzex”) to prepare 

and submit a technical review of each of its’ Khartoum, Galala and Running Brook projects in Queensland, its’ Seven 

Hills and Klondyke projects in NSW, and its’ Lyell project in NZ, in order to prepare proposals and recommendations 

for follow up work programmes to advance each project in a logical fashion. This is Stage 1 of a 3-stage near-term 

programme for Auzex’s Eastern Australian and New Zealand exploration projects. 

The review includes: 

• An assessment of the exploration model for each project, both in a broad and in a detailed sense; 

• A review of existing data focussing on, but not limited to, gold; 

• Conceptual target definition (or confirmation of existing targets) for each project, acknowledging that some 

projects may have multiple targets; 

• Definition of additional data required and the likely cost, methods and scheduling to acquire this data; 

• An external review of the existing geophysical data and methods, and recommendations for further 

geophysical work (PGN Geoscience, report appended). 

 

Stage 2 is implementation of the agreed work programmes arising from this review, with further data acquisition, 

including geological mapping, geochemical surveys, and geophysics where appropriate, ultimately leading to firm drill 

targets and the ability for further fundraising on the strength of these targets. 

 

Stage 3 is follow-up leading to discovery of one or more orebodies and beginning of resource definition, following 

stock market financing. 

1.2 Qualifications, Experience and Reliance on Other Experts 

RSC Mining & Mineral Exploration Ltd (RSCMME) is a New Zealand based consulting firm and the first primary 

author is a professional geologist with 25 years’ mineral industry experience in diverse geological environments, 

including orogenic, porphyry/epithermal, and intrusion related systems, within the Asia-Pacific region. He has a BSc 

from Canterbury University, Geology major, and is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining & Metallurgy 

(AusIMM) and the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG).  
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The second primary author is a professional geologist with his main experience in porphyry copper-gold systems and 

epithermal vein deposits. He obtained a PhD in geology from Monash University and has worked on various aspects 

of exploration and mining geology including as a researcher and lecturer at the University of Queensland, and has 

worked with the French Geological Survey. Other relevant experience includes executive board member positions 

with various non-profit organisations. He is currently the Managing Director of RSC Global Pty Ltd, a subsidiary of 

RSC Mining and Mineral Exploration, and a member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists.  

 

The primary authors have also commissioned geological input from Mr Alex Tolson and Dr Bob Findlay, both 

employees of RSCMME.  

 

RSCMME has based parts of this report on information provided by Auzex and PGN Geoscience, including technical 

reports prepared by previous project operators and their consultants, along with other relevant published and 

unpublished technical information. 

1.3 Independence declaration 

RSCMME’s relationship with Auzex is based on a purely professional association. This report has been prepared in 

return for fees based upon agreed commercial rates and the payment of these fees is in no way contingent on the 

results of this report. 

1.4 Disclaimer 

This document contains certain statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. There can be no 

assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate; actual results and future events could differ materially from 

those anticipated in such statements. 

 

The authors of this report are not qualified to provide extensive comment on legal issues associated with the 

operations on claims within the Project areas. Assessment of these aspects has relied on information provided by 

Auzex.  

 

Similarly, the authors are not qualified to provide extensive comment on environmental and geotechnical issues 

associated with the properties referred to in this report. Assessment of these aspects has relied on information 

provided by Auzex, along with reports previously prepared by other independent consultants. 
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No warranty or guarantee, be it express or implied, is made by RSCMME with respect to the completeness or 

accuracy of the legal, mining, metallurgical, processing, hydro-geological, geotechnical and environmental aspects of 

this document. RSCMME does not undertake or accept any responsibility or liability in any way whatsoever to any 

person or entity in respect of these parts of this Report, or any errors in or omissions from it, whether arising from 

negligence or any other basis in law whatsoever. 

 

RSCMME reserves the right, but will not be obligated, to revise this Report and conclusions if additional information 

becomes known to RSCMME subsequent to the date of this Report. 

 

Auzex has reviewed draft copies of this Report for factual errors. Any changes made as a result of these reviews did 

not include alterations to the conclusions made. Therefore, the statement and opinions expressed in this document 

are given in good faith and in the belief that such statements and opinions are not false and misleading as at the date 

of this Report. 
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2 Project General Summary: Queensland 

2.1 Project Locations 

The Queensland project areas of Khartoum, Running Brook and Galala Range are located in the southern part of the 

Atherton Tablelands, generally 20-40km north of the towns of Mount Garnet and Mount Surprise, North Queensland 

(Figure 1).  

 

The tenement areas were chosen as a result of Auzex’s prospectivity modelling, which identified these areas as 

prospective for intrusive-related Sn, W, Mo, Bi, Au and Ag deposits. 

 

Figure 1: Location Map, Auzex Queensland Tenements  (map from Mining Associates, 2011) 

 

2.2 Recent Exploration History 

2.2.1 Khartoum EPM14797 

Following a data review and prospectivity modelling, and since date of grant in 2006, Auzex has carried out 

geological mapping, soil and rock sampling over approximately 70% of the tenement, which identified some 107 

separate tin greisen zones. The Boulder-Ahmets area appeared the most prospective, and composite channel 

sampling followed by the drilling of 5 RC and one diamond hole in 2007 (which intersected tin mineralisation in all six 

holes), was carried out. Limited petrology and metallurgical analysis was also carried out. Results included a best 
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intersection of 104m at 0.21% Sn from 12m, in diamond drillhole BARD07-05 (Block No.1 greisen).  This work 

showed that grades were consistent from outcrop to the limits of drilling, and that the greisens are of small volume 

individually and not potentially economic cumulatively given the number of discrete greisens involved.  

 

The Gows area was also identified as prospective, with tungsten, bismuth, tin and Mo anomalies within and proximal 

to old workings, within flat-lying greisens. The potential for stacking of flat-lying greisens, and for a cupola below 

current exposure levels, requires investigation. Consultant Peter Pollard submitted a review of the Khartoum 

tenement in October 2010, and recommended further work at Gows in particular. Follow up work in both the Boulder-

Ahmets and Gows prospect areas is planned. 

 

2.3 Environmental Liabilities and Permits 

Any work on the tenements is subject to the revised Queensland Land Access legislation which came into effect late 

2010. In summary, these are: 

 

• a requirement that all resource authority holders must comply with a single Land Access Code; 

• an entry notice requirement for ‘preliminary activities’ i.e. those that will have no or only a minor impact on 

landholders (such as soil sampling); generally, a resource authority holder proposing to carry out preliminary 

activities must provide the landholder with an entry notice at least 10 business days (two weeks) before 

coming on to that land. This notice must include details about: 

o the land proposed to be entered 

o the period when the land will be entered (the entry period) 

o Guide to Queensland’s new land access laws — November 2010 

o the activities proposed to be carried out 

o when and where the activities proposed are to be carried out 

o contact details for the relevant resource authority holder. 

The first entry notice must include a copy of: 

o the relevant resource authority document 

o the Land Access Code 

o documentation of the relevant environmental authority. 
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• a requirement that a Conduct and Compensation Agreement be negotiated before a resource authority 

holder comes onto a landholder’s property to undertake ‘advanced activities’ i.e. those likely to have a 

significant impact on a landholder’s business or land use (such as drilling, costeaning, tracking). 

 

Accordingly, prior to drilling activities, Auzex is required to have negotiated a Conduct and Compensation agreement 

with the affected landowners. A formal Notice of Entry is also required for this phase of work. Auzex (Trevor Pilcher) 

has already served the landowners with an initial (‘low impact”) Notice of Entry. 

 

There appear to be no environmental or Native Title restrictions on the tenements (T.Pilcher pers �comm.). A search 

of the IRTM database shows a “Constrained Area” over a part of the southeast corner of EPM14797  

(Wyndham Sandy Creek Nature Refuge – Part of Lot 220 on CP903610).  

2.4 Access 

Access to the tenements is by road via the Kennedy Highway to the closest towns of Mount Garnet and Mount 

Surprise, then by various public and station tracks to the prospect areas. The tracks into Gows and Boulder-Ahmets 

prospects (Coolgarra Station) will require upgrading by loader and grader prior to the programmes starting. The track 

into Galala prospect (June Vale Station) will be left as is in the meantime. A good road bisects the Running Brook 

prospect (Burlington Station), and allows access proximal to both the main granite stock area and the dyke prospect 

north of here, although there are currently no formed tracks into either prospect, from this road. 

2.5 Climate & Physiography 

The tenements are located on the southern edge of the Atherton Tableland, with heaviest rain falls occurring during 

February and March, with an average maximum temperature of 37°C in summer. In winter, little or no rainfall with 

mild to warm conditions prevails. Temperatures in winter usually range from maximum 24°C to minimum 10°C with 

low humidity levels, averaging about 20% . 

 

The prospect areas all show some low to moderate relief, with Boulder-Ahmets, Galala and to a lesser extent Gows 

showing hilly, dissected topography. Running Brook shows some relief over the main granite stock, but is only 

undulating to the north. 
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2.6 Local Resources & Infrastructure 

The closest town to EPM14797 is Mount Garnet, with a population around 400. There is a pub, a servo with 

petrol/diesel and accommodation, but groceries would be sourced at Ravenshoe, some 45km east along the 

Kennedy Highway. There are only limited resources and infrastructure at Mount Garnet. 

2.7 Field Visits by RSCMME Personnel 

Following a data review at the Auzex Townsville office on 28th May 2011, Trevor Pilcher of Auzex, Mic Van Dongen, 

Stewart Coates and Peter Nicolson of RSC visited the four prospect sites between 29th May and 1st June, with the 

intention of reviewing the geology, confirming programme logistics and for general familiarisation. Field observations 

and comments have been incorporated into the following reviews. 

3 Geology & Mineralisation 

3.1 Regional Geology and Conceptual Models 

The early-middle Paleozoic Hodgkinson Province succession forms the northern part of the Tasman Fold Belt, where 

it forms a belt about 500km long and up to ~150km wide. Lithologies consist dominantly of sandstone, greywacke 

and siltstone with limestones occurring along the western margin. The Hodgkinson Province is intruded by numerous 

granite plutons, of Late-Carboniferous-Permian age. These are mainly I-type and A-type volcanic and plutonic rocks 

which belong to the west-northwest trending, intraplate Townsville – Mornington Island belt. This belt is part of the 

Kennedy Province. Three major I-type supersuites and one minor I type supersuite have been identified, namely the 

Almaden, Ootan, O’Briens Creek, and Claret Creek Supersuites. The O’Briens Creek Supersuite in the region 

consists of highly fractionated characteristically pale pink to white, alkali-feldspar-rich biotite granites, leucogranites 

and microgranites, some of which are porphyritic and some of which are miarolitic. Small bodies of relatively felsic 

(mostly fractionated), fine grained, commonly miarolitic and/or porphyritic, granite are abundant; some of these 

contain topaz and/or fluorite. Plutons of the O’Briens Creek Supersuite have intruded the Etheridge Group, 

Dargalong and McDevitt Metamorphics (Paleoproterozoic), and the Blackman Gap Complex; and the Hodgkinson 

Formation. They have been intruded by granites of the Ootan and Claret Creek Supersuites, and are overlain (or 

faulted against) volcanic rocks of the Featherbed Group, Nanyeta, Boxwood, Slaughter Yard, Pratt, Glen Gordon and 

Walsh Bluff Volcanics. Alteration, especially greisenisation, is extensive and most, if not all O’Briens Creek 

Supersuite rocks, contain some Sn ± W± Mo and F mineralisation. Most of the tin mineralisation in the Herberton, 

Irvinebank, Emuford, Mt Garnet and Tate River areas is intimately associated with granites of this supersuite. The tin 
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mineralisation occurs mainly in veins, pipes and breccias within shear zones and fractures in Hodgkinson province 

sediments adjacent to granite contacts and in veins, pipes and disseminated deposits in granite or at the contact with 

Hodgkinson sediments. Estimated total production from the Herberton-Mt Garnet Tinfield is more than 150,000 

tonnes of cassiterite concentrate with close to half (70,000 tonnes) mined from primary lode deposits. (Geological 

commentary courtesy of T.Pilcher, various internal Auzex and DME reports). 

 

Work in the past decade has identified a class of gold deposits associated with felsic intrusions. This has 

consolidated a variety of previously recognised intrusion-related mineralisation under the one mineral system, known 

as intrusion-related gold (IRG) due to its main economic commodity in many deposits. This model applies equally to 

tin- or tungsten-dominated mineralised systems (in terms of deposit style).  Broad styles are included within IRG 

mineral systems. They range from those proximal to granites (e.g. greisen, disseminated gold, skarns) to more distal 

and controversial styles, such as breccias, and vein systems where the relationship with granites is equivocal (Figure 

2). Although model development for IRG systems has been largely based on North American deposits, well-studied 

Australian examples include Timbarra, Kidston and Red Dome. 
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Figure 2: Generalised model for intrusion related systems (from Champion 2005) 

 

One of the central tenets of studies of granite-related mineralisation has been the recognised role of variations in 

granite properties such as oxidation state, and the relationship between the degree of fractionation and the oxidation 

state of the associated intrusives and commodity-types in granite-related mineralisation systems. This relationship 

can be utilised predictively, with a very strong correlation between tin occurrences in north Queensland and reduced, 

strongly fractionated granites, regardless of age, granite type or other characteristics (Champion 2005). 

 

IRGS occur in a range of deposit types. Deposit types in general are typical of lithophile mineralisation (Sn, W, Mo) 

associated with intermediate to felsic granitic plutonism to high level rhyolitic magmatism. The deposits have a close 

spatial relationship with either the apical regions or margins of granite plutons (eg Timbarra, Burraga), or high level to 

sub-volcanic rhyolite intrusions, sills and dykes, or breccias (Red Dome, Kidston). Deposit types range from 

disseminated styles and greisens contained within the apical portions of granites (Timbarra), exoskarns ± endoskarn 

in contact with granites (Lucky Draw) and rhyolite complexes (Red Dome).  

3.2 Local Geology and Mineralisation: Khartoum EPM14797 

3.2.1 Geology 

The basement geology in the Emuford area consists of sandstones and mudstones of the Devonian Hodgkinson 

Formation, intruded by granites of the Ootan and O’Briens Creek Supersuites. The granites in the Emuford area have 

been subdivided into two main types based on grain size and field relationships: early granites and late-stage 

granites; the Emuford Granite being the most extensive of the early granites. The Emuford Granite forms a relatively 

large pluton (>200km2) and underlies approximately 75% of the Khartoum permit. The Emuford Granite is composed 

in the main of a coarse grained granite which is intruded by numerous small bodies of fine and medium grained, 

mainly sparsely to moderately porphyritic biotite granite and adamellite (late-stage). Most of the late-stage granites 

form dykes, sheets and small plutons (<10km2) which occur along the margins and within the early granites.  

 

Tin mineralisation occurs mainly as fracture-controlled fissure filling and/or replacement bodies. Ore types are 

diverse with the most prominent types including chlorite-, sericite-, tourmaline-, and sulphide-rich assemblages. 

Greisenisation with associated quartz veins is common within the granites, and quartz-cassiterite veinlet swarms are 

associated with albite-rich lenses and albitised granite at Mt Misery near Irvinebank. Skarn-type mineralisation occurs 

in altered carbonate rocks near Mt Garnet and tin mineralisation is associated with hydrothermally altered basic 
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volcanics in the Silver Valley and Sunnymount districts. Tungsten occurs either in association with molybdenum, 

bismuth or tin, or as a sole commodity generally in quartz vein lodes or greisen veins. Wolframite is the dominant W 

mineral species. Tungsten and bismuth ores associated with molybdenite occur in flat lying greisen lodes occupying 

joints in granite in the Gows area.  

Pollard (1994) reported that at several localities in the Emuford district wolframite mineralisation appears to be 

associated with relatively late fine-grained granite and/or pegmatite. (Geological summary after T. Pilcher, various 

internal and DME reports). 

Figure 3: Generalised geology – Emuford Granite in red, Hodgkinson and younger formations all other colours. 

Greisen occurrences are black dots, Auzex prospects are named. (From Pilcher, 2008). 
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3.2.2 Mineralisation 

3.2.2.1 Boulder-Ahmets Prospect 

Greisenisation with associated Sn (± W ± Mo) mineralization is extensively developed in O’Briens Creek Supersuite 

rocks, and tin mineralization is the most economically significant commodity in the Boulder-Ahmets prospect. This 

occurs mainly in veins, pipes and breccias within shear zones and fractures in the granites and adjacent Hodgkinson 

Province metasediments. Alteration in the Boulder-Ahmets area varies from unaltered to weakly sericite altered. 

Locally, sericite alteration increases in the vicinity of greisen zones and major fault-fracture zones. Small (<0.01km2), 

discrete strong greisen altered zones occur throughout the Boulder-Ahmets and Khan prospects. Almost all rock-

chips containing high-grade tin were collected from within these greisen zones, also partly reflected in the tin-in-soil 

data. Greisen alteration zones occur in three main structural styles or types:  

• 5-50cm fracture selvage zones. These selvages are relatively planar and continuous features, with 

dominantly flat-lying to shallow dips;  

 

• Steeply-dipping ≤15m wide planar alteration zones. These zones all have a dominant NW trend (± local 

bends/kinks up to 30°) and are traceable for up to 1km;  

 

• Larger alteration zones form prominent topographical features throughout the Boulder-Ahmets area. The 

geometries of these zones are interpreted as sub-vertical ‘pipes’ with average width of ~50m and average 

aspect ratio of 2.3. The dominant long-axis is NW trending.  

 

At the prospect scale, the greisen zones appear to follow a set of sub-parallel NW trending faults (commonly focusing 

linear greisen zones) with an interpreted WNW dilational link-structure along which most of the larger greisen zones 

seem to be developed. This may infer a sinistral syn-mineralisation movement along the NW fault system. This is 

supported by locally developed groove-lineations and kinematic indicators which indicate a sinistral (dominant), west-

side-up oblique movement (Pilcher, 2008). Fault and fracture measurements taken within the granite host rock also 

identify the NW trending set, however the dominant set is a broad grouping of steeply dipping, E-W to NE-SW striking 

structures. These structures have been observed sinistrally offsetting linear greisen zones by up to 50cm, but no 

major offsets are apparent.  
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3.2.2.2 Gows Prospect 

In addition to the widespread tin mineralization seen at Boulder-Ahmets, tungsten and bismuth mineralization with 

associated molybdenite occurs in flat lying greisen bodies in granite in the Gows area (Pollard 2010). 

 

Field observations showed that the Boot Granite outcrops in the creek bed, showing both coarse and fine grained 

phases. The relationship between and significance of these phases is not yet well known. Sub vertical, mm-scale 

greisenised fractures were also seen cutting both lithologies, trending about 335° grid. Scorodite alteration was also 

noted in places (iron-arsenide). This creek exposure is central to the flat-lying greisen zones already mapped, and 

proximal to numerous old hard rock tungsten workings. In the spoil dumps, greisen, bismuthinite, molybdenum 

sulphate, wolframite and scorodite were noted. The old workings were targeting the flat-lying greisens in the oxide 

zone, and orthogonal steeply-dipping and shallowly-dipping fracture sets in the granite were frequently utilised to 

break out rock for adit advancement. One only, moderate-steeply dipping, cm-scale quartz veinlet was seen, above 

the entrance to an old adit, but no sign of stockworking was seen. Some evidence for sub vertical greisen zones 

around the base of the ridge was noted. 

 

3.2.3 Assessment of Model and Target Definition: Boulder-Ahmets Prospect 

3.2.3.1 Geology 

 
Prospect scale mapping at Boulder-Ahmets (Pilcher & Mustard, 2009), identified a dominant massive, buff coloured, 

inequigranular, medium- to coarse-grained, biotite granite. This is cut by dykes and occasional sills of fine-grained, 

equigranular biotite granite; collectively forming part of the Emuford Granite. 

 

Alteration of the Boulder-Ahmets area varies from unaltered to weakly sericite altered. Locally, sericite alteration 

increases in the vicinity of greisen zones and major fault-fracture zones. Small (<0.01km2), discrete strong greisen 

altered zones occur throughout the Boulder-Ahmets and Khan prospects. Almost all rock-chips containing high-grade 

tin were collected from within these greisen zones, also partly reflected in the tin-in-soil data.  

 

Quartz veining and infill is relatively minor at Khartoum. The earliest and volumetrically dominant quartz phase 

consists of milky, coarsely crystalline, often vuggy quartz. It occurs exclusively in association with the greisen 

alteration, both as veins (occasional to rare) and as partial void-fill where dissolution of primary quartz has occurred. 

Locally the void-fill process evolves into a continuum of textures, culminating in a quartz-matrix-supported breccia 
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with angular greisen-altered clasts. Two late phases of quartz also occur in the southwest of the field area, where 

they are associated with a zone of northeast trending greisen (Pilcher and Mustard, 2009). 

 

Following drilling in 2007, petrology work on drill core showed that most of the samples submitted were of coarse 

grained leucocratic granitic rocks overprinted by moderate to intense greisen alteration, comprising muscovite 

(sericite)-quartz with minor fluorite and trace carbonate. Many of the samples contain disseminated, as well as locally 

vein-hosted tin mineralisation. Cassiterite is the dominant tin species present and stannite (an uneconomic tin 

mineral) is very rare. Cassiterite is mostly fine grained (<0.1mm), but forms aggregates up to several millimetres 

across in more strongly mineralised samples. Sulphide minerals present include sphalerite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, 

chalcopyrite and galena, which are most commonly disseminated as part of the alteration assemblages. Carbonate 

and sulphides (and their supergene counterparts, e.g. scorodite) are characteristics of the lower temp / external zone 

within greisen systems (Cerny et al, 2005, Econ Geol 100 th Ann Vol), oxides (incl. cassiterite etc) are found at higher 

temp /internally. 

  

The Boulder-Ahmets prospect area is one of over 100 tin-bearing greisen zones throughout the tenement. 

Collectively, they hold the potential to meet Auzex’s preferred grade and tonnage parameters, but in practice it would 

not be viable to open pit each discrete greisen to reach these targets. The greisens appear to occur discontinuously 

along the principal NW-trending fractures in the region as well as within orthogonal fracture sets. The greisens show 

no close spatial relationship with the late medium- and fine-grained granites so there is no evidence to suggest that 

the exposed greisens would link downwards into zones of massive greisen hosted within the late-stage intrusions 

(Pollard, 2010). 

Their depth extent is uncertain, although “pipes” of greisen have been shown to extend over at least 116m downhole 

depth (Auzex BARD07-05, Block No.1 greisen). Historically, very few of the 2,000 or so mines and prospects in the 

Herberton field have been worked to depths exceeding 200’ (61m) (Taylor and Steveson, 1972). However, it is 

noteworthy that very few of the greisen zones actually contain workings in excess of 100’ (30.5m), and that deeper 

workings are more common in non-greisen centres, eg Irvinebank, Herberton Hill, Coolgarra, Watsonville, etc. The 

deepest mine in the tin field is the Vulcan mine, Irvinebank, which finished operations in a cassiterite-bearing pipe at 

a depth of 1,462’ (445.6m) below surface (Taylor and Steveson, 1972) (note: no geological details on this mine are 

known).  
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Given that the Vulcan mine (14,000 t tin production) worked a ?greisen pipe to these depths, it is worth considering 

whether the Block No.1 greisen at Boulder-Ahmets might continue at depth well past the current drilled extent of 

116m, and whether it may develop to greater volume/grade downwards. 

 

3.2.3.2 Geochemistry 

Following prospectivity modelling, exploration in 2006 focused on delineating areas of mineralisation surrounding 

historic tin workings at Great Boulder, Denford and Normanby in the central west and northwest of the tenement. A 

rock sampling programme returned best results including 15.25% tungsten, 3.78%  tin, 0.13% bismuth, 438 g/t silver 

and 3.39 g/t gold. Almost all rock-chip samples containing high-grade tin were collected from zones of greisen 

alteration. Indications were that tin occurred as disseminated cassiterite in greisen and to a lesser extent in quartz 

veins. 

A multi-stage soil program was carried out in 2006 covering an area of 10km by 5km extending from Great Boulder in 

the south to Normanby near Emuford in the north. 1,649 samples were collected on a 200m by 100m grid using 

minus 24 mesh sieves. All samples were analysed for Ag, As, Au, Bi, Cu, Mo, Pb, Sb, Sn and W. Fifteen highly 

anomalous areas were identified based on the soil program, mainly for tin, that had values up to 1.8% tin in soils. No 

gold anomalism was identified. A total of 152 out of 1,649 (9%) samples returned values > 500ppm Sn with a 

maximum of 1.8% Sn.  

Rock chip channel sampling was completed over 12 selected greisen bodies to assess potential grade and widths of 

tin mineralisation in the near surface.  Results were very encouraging with six of the ten pipes sampled averaging 

greater than 0.1% tin, including 35m at 0.38%  Sn. Most of the samples were below detection limits for Au (0.001ppm) 

with none assaying >0.1ppm Au. The pipes also contain anomalous Ag, As, Bi, Cu, In, Pb and W. Importantly, there 

were numerous significant assays for indium (In) up to 88ppm.  

Gold is therefore only weakly anomalous and is not a viable target commodity at Khartoum. The obvious focus for 

future work lies in defining the tin potential at Boulder-Ahmets. 

The following diagram shows the density of surface sampling coverage of the Khartoum tenement (not including 

channel sample locations). 
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Figure 4: Density of surface sampling, Khartoum 

 

3.2.3.3 Geophysics 

Encom TMI aeromagnetics (Figure 5) show little internal contrast within the Emuford Granite, apart from some 

evident WNW-trending structures in the southeast of the tenement in the area of old Excelsior workings. The NE-

trending Hodgkinson inlier immediately to the SE of Boulder-Ahmets can be readily identified. The Hodgkinson 

Formation sediments and possibly mafic volcanics are also highlighted immediately to the south and southwest of 

Boulder-Ahmets by the aeromagnetics. 
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A buried granite may be present beneath Hodgkinson sediments in the Excelsior prospect in the extreme SE of the 

tenement (author’s interpretation), with historic workings in Hodgkinson rocks overlying this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Encom aeromagnetic image, overlain by old workings and mapped greisens. 

Radiometrics differentiates the Emuford granite and associated intrusions and the coeval volcanics and Hodgkinson 

Formation sediments (Figure 6). The radiometric data also indicates there is a strong correlation between mapped 

greisen distribution and potassium lows. The potassium channel shows a strong NW structural grain with less 

prominent NNW and N trends within the granite pluton. This matches the strong NW structural trend exhibited by 

mapped greisen. A structural-alteration map using potassium lows has provided a good method of highlighting areas 

of greisen for follow-up mapping and channel sampling resulting in the identification of several new zones of greisen 

(Pilcher and Mustard, 2009). 

Radiometric imagery points therefore to an inverse correlation between mapped and sampled greisen in granite and 

radiometric potassium and total count data. The strong NW structural grain with NNW or N possible linking structures 

can be seen in Figure 6. This matches the strong impression of a NW structural trend exhibited by mapped greisen 

strike ridges by Auzex. The Total Count shaded image also highlights several NE trending lineaments (Pilcher and 

Mustard, 2009). 
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Figure 6: Potassium radiometrics overlain by mapped greisens and interpreted structure. 

3.2.3.4 Plumbing architecture/fluid pathways/permeability 

Tin-tungsten mineralisation is invariably associated with the upper parts of felsic and fractionated granitoid plutons, 

and in particular, with cupolas and ridges on the tops of batholiths, where exsolved magmatic fluids have evolved, 

been focused, and/or ponded (Blevin, 1998). District-wide, cupolas often form linear belts where they have intruded 

along structural weaknesses to higher levels. This is strongly evident throughout the tenement, with the dominant NW 

trend to mapped greisens and old workings. 

The Boulder-Ahmets prospect has a protracted structural history, with interpreted pre-, syn- and post-mineralisation 

brittle to brittle-ductile faulting.  At the prospect scale, the greisen zones appear to follow a set of sub-parallel NW 

trending faults (commonly focusing linear greisen zones) with an interpreted WNW dilational link-structure along 

which most of the larger greisen zones seem to be developed.  This may infer a sinistral syn-mineralisation 

movement along the NW fault system.  This is supported by locally developed groove-lineations and kinematic 
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indicators which indicate a sinistral (dominant), west-side-up oblique movement (Pilcher, 2008).  Fault and fracture 

measurements taken within the granite host rock also identify the NW trending set, however the dominant set is a 

broad grouping of steeply dipping, E-W to NE-SW striking structures.  These structures have been observed 

sinistrally offsetting linear greisen zones by up to 50cm, but no major offsets are apparent. 

Whilst most of the project area is characterised by linear NW- trending greisen zones, in the Starlight-Hesperus area 

in the NW edge of the tenement a northeast structural element is evidenced by quartz veins and greisen lobes with 

northeasterly strikes.  It appears that the larger greisen zones have developed at the junctions of the two orthogonal 

structures (Pilcher, 2008; Pilcher and Mustard, 2009). A subtle NE-trending grain can be seen on the aeromagnetic 

image, and it is conceivable that the intersection of NW- and NE-trending orthogonal structures might be creating 

steep dilational zones, potentially localising subvertical “pipes”, and their intersection plumbing allowing fluid egress 

up steep-plunging shoots (a Vulcan mine scenario?).  This structural setting may be applicable to other prospects in 

the tenement, as yet unrecognised at surface, or blind at depth. 

3.2.3.5 Drilling 

Five RC holes and one diamond drill hole were drilled in 2007 and targeted greisen mineralization at Boulder-Ahmets 

and other areas. Tin mineralization was intersected in all six holes and a few narrow zones of high grade tin were 

intersected within broader lower grade zones with 1m @ 1.76%  Sn and 1m @ 1.10%  Sn in BARD07-05 and 1m @ 

3.00%  Sn in BARC07-02. BARD07-05 significantly returned a broad intersection of 104m @ 0.21%  Sn from 12m at 

Boulder-Ahmets. The pipe continues at depth below the intersection (116m downhole depth). 

RSCMME believes, on current database, that prospectivity in terms of development is low, and so propose that 

further drilling be restricted to this prospect, with a fan of 3 holes from the one pad, designed to intersect three 

proximal greisens below the level of current drill intersections, to establish any coalescence at depth between them, 

and to test for controlling/linking structures (section 3.2.5.1). 

3.2.4 Assessment of Model and Target Definition: Gows Prospect 

3.2.4.1 Geology 

The Gows Mine area, first mined in 1905 with historic production of 194 tons tin, tungsten and bismuth occurs in the 

east of the tenement. Tungsten and bismuth mineralization, associated with molybdenite and scorodite, occurs in thin 

gossanous horizons occupying shallow dipping fractures in greisenised granite.  
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Mapping by Auzex identified occurrences of “large, low mounds of greisen” (Pilcher, 2008), and numerous diggings 

comprising small drives and shafts on flat lying and lesser steeply dipping greisen bodies.  Greisens occur as tightly 

packed shallow dipping bodies over an aerial extent of 500m x 700m.  The greisen layers vary in thickness to around 

two metres, and dip consistently 5 degrees striking around 010 degrees indicating a potential total thickness of 35 to 

50m.  In creek exposures near the Gows workings, a coarse-grained biotite granite has been brecciated and intruded 

by a fine-grained granite phase that may have played a role in mineralization. The alteration varies from complete 

silica replacement to weak potassic alteration. Tungsten and bismuth ores, associated with molybdenite and 

scorodite, occur as thin gossanous horizons occupying shallow dipping joints. One of seven flat lying greisens bodies 

channel sampled by Auzex returned a best result of 15m at 4,393 ppm W. Although tin grades are generally weak, 

significant results in tungsten and bismuth point to a need for more detailed sampling or drilling to define the potential 

for tungsten and bismuth (Pilcher, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Gows �interpreted geology (Emuford Granite in red, other phases named), overlaid by mapped greisens. 

(From Pilcher, 2008) 
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3.2.4.2 Geochemistry 

The Gows prospect has seen some initial fieldwork by Auzex. One of seven flat lying greisens bodies channel 

sampled returned anomalous tungsten and bismuth, with best results of 15m at 4,393 ppm W, 9,690 ppm Bi (and 376 

ppm Sn). There are no other significantly-anomalous rock samples within this area. 

A grid-based Niton soil survey was also carried out by Auzex. RSCMME recommends treating this data with caution, 

given the limitations of the Niton. Interestingly, W did not report well in the Niton soils, with only 2 samples over 92 

ppm, and a maximum of 239 ppm. Tin reached a high of 38 ppm, in two samples only, with nothing else anomalous. 

Weak scattered Mo anomalies reported throughout the grid area, with a high of 19.7 ppm, and still not closed off. 

Clustered Zn anomalies appear in the north and northeast of the grid (open to the north and south), with a high of 

117 ppm. Bi was apparently not reported in the Niton results, and of course Au was not able to be analysed with the 

Niton. No significantly anomalous gold (lab) assay results have been reported for any of the historic rock chip 

samples collected. 

At present it is not known whether the W-Bi mineralization is linked in some way to the surrounding tin mineralization 

tenement-wide or is perhaps related to a later intrusion of the Ootann Supersuite (Pilcher, 2008). Though tin grades 

are generally weak, significant tungsten and bismuth channel sample results point to a need for more detailed 

sampling or drilling to define the potential for economic mineralisation. RSCMME propose a detailed soil (lab assays, 

with appropriate QA/QC) and mapping grid in the area of old workings as the first step in a follow up programme. A 

second step would involve confirming, extending and closing off the larger area of anomalous (but somewhat spotty) 

Mo and Zn seen in the Niton soils, and scout drilling. 

3.2.4.3 Geophysics 

Similar to Boulder-Ahmets, Gows sits in Emuford Granite exclusively, which shows little magnetic contrast in this 

area (Figure 5).  

 

Radiometrics, however, indicate a strong NW structural grain within the granite pluton. This matches the strong NW 

structural trend exhibited by mapped greisen here and elsewhere in the tenement, and the general trend of historic 

workings (Figures 8 and 9). 
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Figure 8: Gows W in Niton soils on Potassium 40%  background. 
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Figure 9: Gows Mo in Niton soils on Potassium 40% background. 

 

3.2.4.4 Plumbing architecture/fluid pathways/permeability 

Gows prospect contains numerous diggings comprising small drives and shafts on flat lying greisen bodies. Greisens 

occur as stacked, shallowly dipping bodies over an aerial extent of 500m by 700m. Tungsten and bismuth 

mineralization, associated with molybdenite and scorodite, occurs in thin gossanous horizons occupying shallow 

dipping fractures in greisenised granite. This setting suggests that the greisens are localised by brittle domal fracture 

systems, possibly above a cupola.  

Pollard (2010) mentions that, in creek exposures near the Gows workings, a coarse-grained biotite granite has been 

brecciated and intruded by a fine-grained granite phase that may have played a role in mineralization. RSCMME has 

confirmed the occurrence (be it unmineralised in the creek exposure), and propose that such a later, finer grained 
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phase may be a potential source of, mineralising fluids. This would require a spatial relationship with alteration to be 

investigated. 

3.2.4.5 Drilling 

There has been no historical drilling at Gows. RSCMME propose a small 3-hole programme for Stage 3 in the area of 

old workings, see Section 3.2.5.2. 

3.2.5 Further Data Acquisition and Recommendations 

3.2.5.1 Boulder-Ahmets Prospect 

During RSCMME’s site visit to Khartoum, a stop was made to the drill pad of BARD07-05, situated near the top of 

greisen Block No.1. Looked north to the Boulder West greisen, northeast to the Khan group, and discussed options 

as to how to test the possibility for a larger greisen body coalesced at depth, below the current level of exposure and 

below the resistant greisen “pipes”. It was agreed that the best initial test scenario is to drill in the Block No.1 greisen 

area as a Stage 3 programme. 

RSC recommends no further work during Stage 2, whilst awaiting the mobilisation of a rig suitable to service the 

other two Auzex Queensland prospects earmarked for follow up drilling in Stage 3 (Gows and Running Brook). 

For a Stage 3 programme: 

• Siting a rig in the topographic low between the three greisens at Boulder-Ahmets, and drilling a fan of 3 x 

300m drillholes in azimuths towards each “pipe”. This would: 

o Test the depth extent of the known “pipes”; (the RC holes will likely terminate in greisen; allow for 200m 

RC plus 100m diamond tails to ca 300m total depths);  

o Establish any link between the bodies at depth (below existing BARD drill levels); 

o Intersect any controlling structures or feeders (convergence of orthogonal trends?), and identify if these 

are mineralised. 

The intention being to bulk up the existing greisen volume to an economic tonnage – the disseminated Sn grade is 

already shown to be consistent from outcrop to drillhole, so no increase in grade is expected. This area also shows 
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arguably the best mineralisation in existing drilling (104m @ 0.21% Sn), also in Niton assays, and in channel 

samples.  

Figure 10 below shows the spatial relationships between the greisens and the proposed drill site: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Boulder-Ahmets prospect, proposed RC site PBARC11-01/02/03. Greisens shown in green, existing 

Auzex drill intersections shown. 

 

 

Table 1: Boulder-Ahmets prospect, proposed drill fan specifications 

Hole_ID East North RL Az_grid Dip TD (m) Target 

PBARC11-01 289229 8062053 TBC  260 -50 300 
Coalescence of 
greisens at depth 

PBARC11-02 289229 8062053 TBC  350 -50 300 
Coalescence of 
greisens at depth 

PBARC11-03 289229 8062053 TBC  120 -50 300 
Coalescence of 
greisens at depth 
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The drillsite BARD07-04 was also visited, the potential camp area and communications site. Notably, a lot of mm-cm 

scale stockworked quartz veining was noted cutting granite here, the significance of this is unknown. 

The Adelaide workings were also visited (2nd largest Sn producer of the tenement), with a walk-through of the main 

adit into the small open cut. Vertical fractures are a control on greisen morphology here, different to the “pipe” 

morphology at Boulder. Copper carbonate staining of adit wallrock was noted, so some supergene enrichment has 

occurred. 

3.2.5.2 Gows Prospect 

RSC recommends for Stage 2: 

• Upgrading the access road to facilitate movement of vehicles and rig/support trucks; This would entail initial 

road washout/creek crossing work by loader (Ken Foley), followed by a general scrape by grader; 

• Re-establishing the campsite used previously; 

• Detailed geological mapping especially in and around the old workings, character rock chip sampling of 

outcrop and spoil rocks, channel sampling of mineralised zones where possible (300 samples, include gold 

in assay suite); 

• Carrying out a close-spaced grid soil sampling programme: 50x25 spacing in and proximal to the area of 

old workings (Figure 11), grid size 700m x 1000m (600 samples, lab-assayed);  

• Completing the Auzex regional soil grid, close off the existing Mo, Zn, Sn, Cu soil anomalies; estimated 

number of soil samples: 200. Concurrently, field check existing anomalous sites for obvious mineralisation. 

For Stage 3: 

• Drill three 100m RC holes in the location of the old workings (Table 6, detailed grid area of Figure 11) 

dependent on the best surface geochem and mapping results, and relative ease of access), with inclination 

-70° against the shallow dips as mapped. This would provide some geological/geochemical information 

from below the oxide zone; and test for a conceptual cupola at depth. 

The objectives of both stages are to: 

 

• Refine the mapping (granite phases, alteration, joints) and surface geochemistry; 
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• Test for deeper, stacked flat-lying mineralisation; 

• Test a conceptual cupola setting and for higher grade/disseminated mineralisation below current exposure 

level; 

• Begin to define a bulk, low grade open-pittable W-Bi (-Mo) deposit, say at a minimum 50-100Mt @ +0.1% 

WO3 (eg Mt Carbine, Queensland (Icon Resources): 39 million tonnes of hard-rock mineralisation (in 

Devonian metasediments) at a grade of 0.14% WO3 at a cut-off of 0.05%  WO3), alternatively a higher 

grade, underground-mineable deposit. Based on the current geological data, such a deposit is conceptually 

achievable at Gows in terms of spatial dimensions, with say a 450m x 450m x 100m deep pit providing the 

necessary tonnage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Gows prospect, proposed detailed soil/mapping grid shown (Stage 2), proposed RC drillholes (Stage 3). 
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Table 2: Gows prospect, proposed RC drill sites (Stage 3) 

Hole_ID East North RL Az Dip TD (m) Target 

PGRC11-01 299600 8062800 TBC TBA -70 100 
Flat lying stacked 
greisens, steeper 
structures, cupola 

PGRC11-02 299570 8062650 TBC TBA -70 100 
Flat lying stacked 
greisens, steeper 
structures, cupola 

PGRC11-03 299620 8062500 TBC TBA -70 100 
Flat lying stacked 
greisens, steeper 
structures, cupola 

 

3.2.6 Proposed Budget for Khartoum Project 

Table 3: Proposed budget for Khartoum Project Stage 2 (Gows). 

Gows Stage 2 

 Qty Unit Cost Amount 

 Track upgrade 3 days $1,500 $4,500 

Camp set up, misc equipt hire/capex (gen, 
Engel, sundry) 

  $5,000 

Rock chip sampling (assays), geological 
mapping 

300 $40 $12,000 

Soil sampling (assays) 800 $40 $32,000 

Surface samples Assay QAQC @ 10% 110 $40 $4,400 

RSC Contracting field crew * 20 $1075 $21,500 

Programme management** 5 $950 $4,750 

Database admin   $2,500 

Reporting/modelling 3 $975 $2,925 

Vehicle hire x 1 (incl fuel) 21  $175 $3,675 

Travel allowance RSC   $5,500 

Travel allowance Auzex   $2,500 

Meals & Accommodation 21 $240 $5,040 

Overheads (8%)   $8,503 

TOTAL   $114,793 

Auzex Budget Allowance       
* RSCMME Exploration Geologist & field technician. With assistance where possible by Auzex field techs (not included in budget). 

**RSCMME Senior Consultant 

 

Provisional budget for the Stage 3 programme: 
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Table 4: Provisional budget for Khartoum Stage 3. 

Boulder-Ahmets & Gows Stage 3 

 Drill pad prep 3 days $1,500 $4,500 

Camp set up, misc equipt hire/capex (gen, 
Engel, sundry) 

  $7,000 

Drilling Gows: (300m RC); Boulder: (600m 
RC, 300m Diamond)    

Mob* 1    $7,500 

De-mob* 1  $7,500 

Moving: Boulder to Gows, Gows to RB 10 $600 $6,000 

Moving: hole to hole 3 $600 $1,800 

Daily crew travel 22 $700 $15,400 

RC per m 0-100m 600 $80 $48,000 

RC perm 100-200m 300 $90 $27,000 

Diamond tails HQ3 at Boulder 300 $170 $51,000 

Workover (rig running) 10 $970 $9,700 

Standby 6 $1000 $6,000 

Drilling consumables (conting. allowance)   $2,000 

Consumables (all)   $10,200 

Assays drilling 1200 $40 $48,000 

Drill samples Assay QAQC @ 10% 120 $40 $4,800 
Compensation to landowner/restoration 
costs 4 $300 $1,200 

Contingency allowance (10% drilling costs)   $23,620 

RSC Contracting field crew** 50 $1075 $53,750 

Programme management*** 15 $950 $14,250 

Database admin   $4,500 

Reporting/modelling 7 $975 $6,825 

Vehicle hire x 2 (incl fuel) 40  $350 $14,000 

Travel allowance RSC   $10,500 

Travel allowance Auzex   $4,500 

Meals & Accommodation 120 $120 $14,400 

Overheads (8%)   $32,316 

TOTAL   $436,261 

Auzex Budget Allowance       

* Mob-demob shared with Running Brook 

**RSCMME Exploration Geologist on rotation plus field technician on rotation. With assistance from at least one Auzex field tech (not included 

in budget). ***RSCMME Senior Consultant 
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3.3 Summary and Conclusions for Boulder-Ahmets and Gows Prospects 

• Pipe-like (Boulder) and flat-lying (Gows) greisen zones have been mapped and sampled, identifying these 

two prospects for follow up work. Both fit the broad model for East Australian intrusive-related (Sn-W+/-Mo) 

mineralisation; 

• Significant Sn results from channel sampling and limited drilling at Boulder-Ahmets (and other areas) do not 

however indicate a potentially-mineable resource: grades and/or tonnages seen in individual greisens, whilst 

encouraging, can not physically bulk up to an easily-mineable proposition given the number of discrete 

greisens involved; 

• Sn grades are remarkably consistent from outcrop to downhole, therefore grades can not be expected to 

increase with depth; 

• It could be argued that potential exists for greater tonnages at depth, in individual greisens. Block No.1 

greisen has been shown to extend to 116m downhole depth, and is still open downwards. Historically, the 

Vulcan tin mine was worked to 445m+, within a cassiterite-bearing “pipe”, therefore if Block No.1 has any 

geological similarities to Vulcan (to be confirmed), the possibility for significantly higher tonnages than that 

already assumed (Auzex internal reports) is raised;  

• RSCMME recommends a 3-hole drill programme at Boulder-Ahmets to test this scenario during Stage 3, to 

test for controlling or linking structures (and any mineralisation therein), and for the possibility of greisen 

coalescence at depth. 

• The results for tungsten and bismuth at Gows suggest that further work is required to define the potential of 

this area. Further detailed mapping, channel, and soil sampling is recommended to gain a better idea of 

surface mineralisation (Stage 2), and how it relates to a possible hard rock resource, followed by limited 

drilling (Stage 3) to assess the thickness of the flat lying greisens and test for the possible presence of an 

underlying, mineralized cupola. 

• RSCMME recommends a 3-hole drill programme at Gows to test this scenario, in Stage 3. 

• Gold is not represented above sporadic/weakly anomalous levels at either prospect, therefore the IRGS end 

member is not represented here. 

• RSCMME propose a budget of $114,793 for Stage 2; and provisionally $436,261 for Stage 3 as described 

above. 
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4 Programme Management 

4.1 Technical Management 

The proposed programmes will be managed by RSC technical staff (all subject to availability): 

Overall Management:   Dr Michiel Van Dongen 

Programme Manager:   Mr Peter Nicolson 

Project geologists:   Mr Matt Wood, Mr Alex Tolson, Mr James Slater 

Field technician1:    Mr Richard Ellis 

Field Technician2:   TBA 

 

Auzex secondments for Queensland and NSW projects: 

Field technician:    Mr Tim Martin 

Field technician:    Mr Gary Lawson 

 

The operations will run on a 2/1 week roster but will be flexible and work in with contractors’/consultants’ 

requirements and site logistics. 

4.2 Contractors 

Outside contractors have not yet been contracted. 

4.3 QAQC 

The programmes will be carried out to international best practice standards and apply proper Quality Control and 

Quality Assurance procedures. A suite of OREAS standards and blanks will be used where appropriate. RSC 

recommends the insertion of a blank at the start of each assay batch, and also following any significant or visibly 

mineralised sample sequence within each batch. A standard suitable to the style of mineralisation is to be inserted 

into the sample sequence at a frequency of at least 1 in 33 samples, and at least once per batch. It is also 

recommended that one field duplicate be taken from each visibly mineralised zone within each batch. RSC operates 

using Standard Operating Procedures that will be forwarded to Auzex for perusal if required. 
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4.4 Laboratory 

Samples will be submitted to closest accredited laboratories for assay.  The recommended primary assay suite and 

methods will be appropriate to the style of mineralisation at each project. 

4.5 Logistics 

All field work in Australia is vehicle-supported. Field work at Lyell in NZ is helicopter-supported. Field camps will be 

set up or re-established at or near all the prospect sites. Backup/relief accommodation and supplies are available at 

nearby towns. Logistics and office support will be coordinated through both RSC and Auzex. 

4.6 Safety 

RSC operate under strict OHS regulations. Daily meetings will be scheduled with the drillers and other 

contractors/consultants and frequent and pro-active assessments of potentially hazardous situations made.  
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